Subject: 레이저 마킹으로 토너 컨테이너 시리얼 번호 추가 (OLIVETTI, CDK 제외)

Model:
- **A)** M5526cdw, M5526cdn, M5521cdw, M5521cdn, M5525cdn, M5520cdw, M5520cdn, P5026cdn, P5021cdn, P5025cdn, P5020cdn, P5020cdw
- **B)** FS-4300DN, FS-4200DN, FS-4100DN, FS-2100DN, FS-2100D, M3660idn, M3655idn, M3660dn, M3655dn, P3060dn, P3055dn, P3050dn, P3045dn
- **C)** M6535cidn, M6035cidn, M6530cdn, M6030cdn, TASKalfa 350ci, M6635cidn, M6235cidn, M6630cidn, M6230cidn, TASKalfa 351ci, P7240cdn, P6235cdn, P6230cdn, P7040cdn, P6035cdn, P6130cdn

(->)

**Classification:**
- **Field measures timing:**
  - [ ] At Set Up
  - [ ] Next Visit/Service Call
  - [X] Next Periodic Maintenance
  - [ ] Information only
- **Phenomenon:**
  - [ ] SC/Error
  - [X] Paper Feeding/Conveying
  - [ ] Other
  - [ ] Machine operation
- **Type of change:**
  - [ ] Hardware
  - [ ] Firmware and Software
  - [X] Information

**Remarks:**
- **Revised ver.:** This time the description with (->) is revised from the previous information.
  - <Number of changes: 4> Add C) the affected models, add the description that plan changing to 12-digit serial number.

---

Add the serial number on the toner container by the laser marking.

**Model A)**
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Enlarged view of red circled section

Sample of the actual photo

11-digit serial number

(->) (Plan changing to 12-digit in the future)

First implemented timing at factory: From March 2018 production. Since this support has been applied for some toner containers of February production.

(Applied after the Lot. No.832**** (No plan to inform the Lot No.))

KYOCERA Document Solutions Inc.
Model B)

First implemented timing at factory: From Middle of April 2018 production. (No plan to inform the Lot No.)

Model C)

First implemented timing at factory: From beginning of August 2018 production. (No plan to inform the Lot No.)